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JOINT OECD/UNECE MEETING OF NATIONAL ACCOUNTS EXPERTS

REPORT OF AD-HOC MEETING ON ALLOCATION OF FISIM (1)

GENEVA, 30 APRIL 1994

Participants

Selected experts from OECD countries that were known to be already allocating FISIM, carrying
out exploratory tests or interested in allocating in the short term. A full list is to be found in Annex 1.

Agenda

A thorough review of existing country experience and of conceptual issues that still need
clarification. The detailed agenda is in Annex 2.

Introduction

Mr. Newson and Mr. O’Connor explained that the meeting had been called by agreement between
Eurostat and IMF to contribute to the implementation of SNA in the area of allocating FISIM among users
of these financial intermediation services indirectly measured.

There is an urgent need to develop practical methods to allocate, as countries carry out the
benchmark revisions of their accounts associated with introducing the 1993 SNA. Within the European
Union the needs for comparability imply the adoption of common acceptable methods but these should be
developed in a wider framework of international exchanges of experience and methods.

Mr. O’Connor sketched out as follows the main problems that needed to be solved before a general
solution to implementing the SNA allocation could be given.

The SNA expert group had been unable to resolve -- or indeed perhaps to fully define -- the
problem. However, the SNA was clear in broad intent if not in detail.

Lending itself is not a service, only financial intermediation is a service, carried out by institutional
units whose principal function is to incur liabilities in order to lend money. It is therefore logical in
measuring FISIM as property income received minus interest paid to exclude income from the investment
of the financial intermediaries own funds; however the definition of own funds and in particular identifying
the asset counterpart of own funds is problematic. Increasingly banks issue securities to raise funds and the
question arises whether an intermediation service is provided to the purchasers of these securities, or
conversely when a bank buys Treasury bills.

________________________________

(1) For convenience, the term FISIM (Financial Intermediation Services Indirectly Measured) introduced
by the 1993 SNA is used throughout this text even when referring to the 1968 SNA or the various
national practices.
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The reference rate approach is intuitively appealing, but should this be one market rate, several
reference rates for different markets or some derived reference rate? The reference rate approach may break
down when interest rates are not market determined. In some countries interest rates are set at levels that
imply huge implicit subsidies or taxes and this brings an extra complexity he would be reluctant to
introduce into the SNA.

Mr. Newson introduced a diagram (Annex 3) to help systematize discussion about the kinds of
instrument on which FISIM services were provided.

On-going work in countries

In a "tour de table" participants reported in an informal fashion on work being done in their
countries. The main points were as follows.

United Kingdom

An important study was recently completed by the Department of Applied Economics (DAE) of
Cambridge University for the CSO. That study shows that the results of allocating FISIM are very
dependent on the assumptions made in the allocation method. An 18-month project within the CSO is
scheduled to run from July 1994 to December 1995. In the interests of comparability an agreed solution
is needed for at least all European countries. The DAE work covered only banks and building societies
involved in fairly simple lending but it is planned to explore later the treatment of other types of financial
institutions and instruments, the use of different reference rates and the treatment of own funds, with for
each aspect a close look at the actual availability of data.

United States

The US has allocated FISIM for many years, but in a rather simple way and do not consider they
have answered all the methodological problems. Up to now the allocation is based on deposits only: of
the rest of the world, of government and the rest allocated mong domestic industries.

Constant price output is calculated by extrapolating base-year values with labour input. They
examined the case of organisations that principally sell securities to raise funds and concluded they were
not financial intermediaries (and therefore do not produce FISIM).

Preliminary studies suggest that a change in method to allocate to households or to allocate on the
basis of a reference rate would produce results significantly different from the present ones. The
implementation of the 1993 SNA is a big job and the SNA’s allocation is not presently considered a high
priority.

In any work it undertakes the U.S. will look closely at what other countries are doing in the
interests of international comparability.

Luxembourg

The importance of international financial transactions for Luxembourg has long made it apparent
that the convention in the 1968 SNA of allocating all FISIM to intermediate consumption within the
country is not appropriate. Since the early 1980’s Luxembourg has allocated part of FISIM to exports (but
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not to other categories of final demand, in order to capture the essential but restrict the deviations from
SNA/ESA).

The allocation has been made in proportion to the assets and liabilities held by non-residents. It was
assumed that own funds had the same asset composition as total assets. A new important phenomenon for
Luxembourg is investment funds, raising the problem of whether to impute FISIM to them if they do not
make explicit changes for their services.

Australia

Australia interpreted the underlying principle of the 1968 SNA as being that FISIM was paid only
by borrowers, and in the main national income and expenditure accounts allocated some to private final
consumption expenditure. In the input-output tables produced for 1977-78 (and tables for later years) some
of the FISIM was also allocated to government final consumption expenditure, dwellings owned by persons
and the balance was allocated by industry. A separate calculation is made for banks, building societies,
credit unions, finance companies and several other types of financial enterprises. The allocation is based
on the value of loans times the difference between the average interest rate on loans and that on deposits.

Investment funds are not included in the calculation of FISIM since they charge explicit fees which
are sufficient to cover their operating costs. However, investment funds that invest in equities or mortgages
are included in the financial enterprises sector, while those that invest mainly in real estate are not regarded
as financial enterprises and are treated as corporate trading enterprises.

Allocating FISIM is a high priority in Australia’s plans to implement SNA 1993.

Canada

FISIM has been allocated in Canada since the 1960s using a simple method proportional to assets
and liabilities of each sector and industry. It is not possible to exclude income from own funds. Data at
constant prices is calculated by deflating asset holdings with a consumer price index and multiplying these
constant-price assets by the base-year interest margin. The method is very clearly described in a paper
discussed the previous day at the joint ECE/OECD meeting on national accounts. That paper also describes
some improvements to the method expected to be made in Canada’s implementation of SNA 1993.

Italy

Italy has no experience so far of allocating FISIM, but a working party including ISTAT and the
Banca d’Italia will work through the Summer with a view to producing a report in the Autumn.

Netherlands

FISIM is currently considered as a research project within the CBS. They doubt whether in
principle FISIM should be allocated to industries since it is related to institutional units not a production
cost of establishments. A solution might be to allocate by sector to final demand categories. CBS plans
to explore a completely different method of allocation based on the number of certain physical actions
performed by financial intermediaries for their customers and an estimated cost per action. This approach
should also yield numbers directly for FISIM at constant prices.
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France

INSEE recalled they have written several articles proposing a method that uses a derived reference
rate and relies on data that would be needed anyway for SNA balance sheets.

Including FISIM in output without allocating it seems to them rather illogical and France hopes
to allocate FISIM in their next revision, however in the interests of comparability they felt they may be
forced not to allocate if other European countries do not.

Switzerland

Switzerland will not adopt the SNA 1993 quickly, but clearly FISIM is important for Switzerland.
A consultant made an experimental allocation a few years ago using sectoral interest flows and covering
only banks that openly accept deposits from the public. An extrapolation to include other financial
intermediaries was made using data on employment. The statistical office is currently seeking the
cooperation of the central bank to improve the necessary data on both stocks and flows.

Germany

A major concern is the comparability of the impact on GNP. Germany wants to test all available
allocation methods (reference rate, assets, interest flows, etc.). They expect only to allocate among final
demand categories, not industry. Even at this level they are concerned about the splitting of households
final consumption and intermediate consumption. FISIM defined as property income received minus
interest paid raises the problem of the treatment of dividends and the appropriate "reference rate" for these.
Consistency is needed in estimating trans-border flows (e.g. Germany and Luxembourg).

Greece

Greece wishes to adopt the SNA allocation but the SNA does not give a clear enough
methodology. They already did allocate in their 1980 input-output table (125 industries) using interest
flows.

Sweden

Currently FISIM is not allocated and developing the allocation is not a high priority for the
implementation of SNA 1993 in Sweden. The banking statistics available are quite good on stocks of assets
and liabilities -- they are more concerned about estimating data at constant prices. Their users seemed
satisfied with the simple convention in the 1968 SNA.

Denmark

Denmark has not allocated FISIM so far and will not do so unless forced by the new ESA. They
carried out some conceptual work in 1989 that concluded the best method would be to build the estimates
up from micro transactions, not artificially allocate macro aggregates. While the papers by Jacques
Bournay (INSEE) are interesting, it is a source of major concern that the derived reference rate is so far
removed from actual interest rates observed in the money market. In calculating FISIM the interest rates
adopted should be ones relating to safe loans so as to avoid allowances for bad debts entering the
calculation of output.
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Conceptual issues

Coverage of total FISIM

Assuming that financial intermediaries have been defined and delimited it is necessary to specify
what are the intermediated funds. Increasingly banks issue securities to supplement their traditional sources
of funds (owners capital and deposits from third parties). These securities are a direct substitute for
deposits -- and are included in various measures of money supply -- but is there a service provided to the
purchasers of these securities? Of course if markets work perfectly the return on securities will be close
to LIBOR and if that were the reference rate the service calculated would be very small.

The meeting concluded that intermediated funds on the liabilities side includeall liabilities to third
parties regardless of the type of instrument (i.e. liabilities - shares - net worth). The instrument breakdown
is relevant however in allocating FISIM because different instruments are held by different sectors. Some
participants suggested that those banks who rely on securities for funds probably also make explicit charges
for their services and it was agreed this hypothesis should be verified by those participants who had access
to this kind of information.

In principle it was agreed income from own funds should be eliminated. However there seems to
be no clear theoretical basis to identify the assets that correspond. Luxembourg and France apply the
overall ratio of own funds to total funds that is observed on the liabilities side to each category of asset.
Canada prefers to include income from own funds in the calculation of FISIM, citing the example of
finance corporations that receive funds only from households as shareholders and lend to households for
house purchase. These appear to have only own funds but seem to be doing financial intermediation (this
case was dealt with separately in the 1968 SNA § 6.31). Other participants thought that such financial
corporations generally make an explicit service charge.

Mr. Origer raised the question of investment funds, stating that while their liabilities are legally
shares in fact they are more like deposits giving rise to FISIM. Other participants considered it best to
calculate output of investment funds as the sum of their costs after allowing for explicit fees.

The meeting concluded that the definition and treatment of own funds still need to be clarified on
a number of issues.

Allocation of FISIM

The reference rate approach is the most intellectually appealing but a number of important
unanswered questions must be resolved before it can be applied.

First it was pointed out that interest rates charged to different categories of customers reflect not
only differences in the amount of services provided but also take account of the risk of non repayment. This
risk element should not be in the estimate of output and on this view even the SNA’s measure of total
FISIM as property income received minus interest paid would be fundamentally wrong. The meeting
concluded that right or wrong that was and always had been the SNA method and had to be accepted.

A feature of several studies using reference rates is the volatility of the FISIM so calculated over
time, which arises because some interest rates react only slowly to changes in money market rates. For
example mortgage interest rates may be fixed for the duration of the loan. For such cases would it not be
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preferable to impose a fixed reference rate pertaining when the fixed interest loan began? This would entail
a PIM-type calculation recognising different vintages of loans.

There were diverging but strongly held views on the question of whether there should be one (and
only one) reference rate applied to all financial intermediation or whether there needed to be different
reference rates in different markets (different financial investments for different categories of borrower).
One reference rate was staunchly defended by Mr. O’Connor as representing the real cost of money in the
economy and all divergence of actual rates from this was a service. On this view, allowing different
reference rates for different customers undermines the logic of the reference rate approach. Many
participants on the other hand were inclined ro recognise different maturities (e.g. 1-day, 5-day, 3-month
or 12-month money) as different products and applying the short-term money market rate to all categories
as inappropriate. Methods that derive a reference rate from actual interest flows and stocks apparently
arrive at some average reference rate.

The meeting could not agree on this basic question. It was agreed however that it was necessary
to :

i) review the arguments in Danmarks Statistik’s 1989 paper to the effect that it is necessary
to separate different maturities;

ii) test various methods in practice to see how sensitive the results were to differences in
the method (different reference rates, in proportion to assets and liabilities, or in relation
to actual interest flows, etc.).

Future work programme

The Chairman was rather disappointed by participants’ apparent lack of priority and
commitment to solving this problem. However participants did provisionally undertake to do the following
studies :

-- UK will examine the definition of own funds in the context of their 18-month study
referred to above;

-- France and Luxembourg will study the sensitivity of the allocation to differences in
method;

-- Netherlands will study the possibility of direct costing of bank operations;

-- IMF will where necessary use their contacts with central banks to improve the supply
of data for these exercise;

-- Italy will complete its joint study with Banca d’Italia.
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Annex 1

Chairman B. Newson Eurostat

Australia R. Harvey ABS
Canada K. Lal Statistics Canada
Denmark E. Dalgaard Danmark Statistik
Denmark O. Berner Danmark Statistik
France J. Magniez INSEE
France J. Bournay INSEE
France A. Harrison OECD
Germany W. Eichmann Statistisches Bundesamt
Greece Mylonas Statistical Office
Italy A. Caricchia ISTAT
Luxembourg M. Origer STATEC
Netherlands S. Algera CBS
Sweden A.-M. Bråthen Statistics Sweden
Switzerland A. Fiala OFS
Switzerland P. Stauffer OFS
United Kingdom R. Lynch CSO
USA R. Parker BEA
USA K. O’Connor IMF
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Annex 2

Meeting on Allocation of FISIM, Geneva, 30 April 1994

Agenda

1. Analysis of objectives(15 minutes)

The SNA was approved by the Statistical Commission in February 1993 with a recommendation
to allocate FISIM to users but some uncertainly how to do this.

This meeting aims to provide a forum in which countries most active in this area can exchange
experiences and clarify the underlying concepts.

Many countries will establish a benchmark year for 1995, introducing the SNA 1993, which it is
then difficult to adjust -- e.g. to incorporate an allocation of FISIM -- before the next benchmark some 10
years later. It is therefore important to have a clear idea by the end of 1994 how FISIM could be allocated
to users.

Results of this (and later meetings agreed) will be brought to the notice of interested working
parties at OECD and Eurostat.

2. On-going work in countries (1-1 1/2 hour)

Participants will be asked to make a short (max. 5 minutes) presentation of current or planned work
in their country on allocating FISIM, highlighting successes and problems. Supporting documentation
would be welcome.

3. Conceptual issues(3 hours)

Further analysis to make more explicit the theory of the SNA recommendation, for instance in
relation to:

a) Coverage of total FISIM

-- Définition of intermediated funds,
-- Elimination of own funds (theory, feasibility, relative importance),
-- Property income received (dividends, securitisation, direct investment),
-- Provision for bad debts.

b) Allocation using reference tate

-- One or many?
-- Impose or deduce (Bournay, Canada),
-- Sticky rates (UK building societies),
-- Subsidised and other rates not determined in free markets.
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c) Other methods of allocating

-- Problems relating to specific users/uses
-- Final consumption of households separated from unincorporated enterprises,
-- Intermediate consumption by industry (establishment),
-- Exports and imports.

d) Assets/liabilities denominated in foreign currencies,

e) Data requirements corresponding to each of the above,

f) FISIM at constant prices.

4. Future work programme (1 hour)

Participants will be invited to undertake work on:

-- Research into clarifying conceptual issues,
-- Practical test of the methodology, sensitivity to assumption, etc.

Next meeting proposed around end-September.

5. Background documentation

UK DAE Study
F Bournay papers to OECD meetings, etc.
CAN Paper for ECE/OECD meeting, 27-29 April 1994
OECD Chadeau survey of country practices calculating FISIM at constant prices
OECD Chapron paper to SNA Expert Group meeting, January 1989,

"The imputation for bank service changes, measurement and allocation"
Voorburg Oslo session on bank ouput
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Annex 3

CAPITAL IN → (financial account) → CAPITAL OUT

FINANCIAL
INTERMEDIARIES

RETURNS ←
deposits=interest
bonds=interest
shares=dividends
parent=?DIE

(property income)

← RETURNS
loans=interest

shares=dividends
DIE=reinvested earn

real=op.surplus
estate

"FISIM = Property income receivable - Interest payable"
(other than own funds)
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